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A beautiful mind is priceless, but so often our most intimate and untainted thoughts go unheard.

This is a passionate unfiltered story of a man stricken with pain, confused with guilt, filled with

remorse, and faced with many obstacles. In this book you will enter a realm never visited. As you

turn the pages, untold events will captivate your emotions and a story of the fight a man faces with

finding himself and experiencing love is sure to leave your mind blown. It is those things that often

go untold that can be life changing.
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In Unspoken Feelings of a Gentleman, Jeanty dove right into an area underneath the surface. An

area most people are too afraid to even think about, much less dream about. Fearlessly, he

dissected his heart and allowed himself to be vulnerable in sharing the feelings that reside deep

inside many of us, but we usually are too proud and brave to deal with or share. This book is an eye

opener for both men and women. Jeanty took a vow to explain how imprisoning his emotions

caused him to live years out of this so called short life, allowing his anger to order his steps and

pride to close the gate for love and happiness to flow in his life. Read this book with caution, take

the warning he gives at the beginning into great consideration. Continue reading with an open mind,

judgeless heart, and receive a new perspective that will guide you to do something you ve been too

proud to do, say something you have been too masculine to say. There you have it society, a young

man who decided to take a step, gain his voice back, and explained how being a man is more than

just being brave, masculine, and emotionless. Jeanty s Unspoken Feelings of a Gentleman, is about



the things many of us experience, feel, and know, but are too scrunched up in society s little box to

get out and scream aloud. This book will anger you that your cats are out of the bag. It will sadden

you that this is the world we live in. It will open your eyes wider to the fact that there are

consequences to your actions; physical and emotional. It will put joy in your heart that there is a

redeemer who died for your sins so you could have a chance at being whole again after being

chopped into pieces by misfortunes and sins. Last but not least, it will make you laugh at the silly

things we do that should only be jokes we hear on TV and gear you towards changing your ways-if

you so choose. Stating this book is the definition of raw in any attempt to define the word, would be

an understatement. Jeanty took a path that could not be walked on by going around the bush. He

went straight for the bull s eye and he did not miss. He told it like it is, whipped it apart, put it back

together and walked out of the storm a man. Unspoken Feelings of a Gentleman is about lost, pain,

misguidance, a turn around and a scratch on the surface that there is power in speaking the truth

and letting God detour your life. Be careful, you may find something in this book that you can relate

to, something to challenge your thinking and make you rethink your actions and words towards

others. Read Unspoken Feelings of a Gentleman with time in your hands not only to read but listen,

understand, reflect, and possibly change. In the time it took me to read it, I was in tears, laughing (if

you re a woman, there are times where your heart will feel warmth and your cheeks may even blush

a little), and calmly reflect which allowed me to make peace with certain things. This book has a lot

to offer, take what you can. Well done Jeanty, A dedicated supporter --Yvette DestineUnspoken

Feelings of a Gentleman in simply riveting! The pages of this book takes you on such an emotional

ride. I find it quite moving that the author has opened up some of the most vulnerable moments in

his life to touch the lives of others. The dynamics and structure unveiled in this book is nothing short

of brilliant! With each untold moment you feel a greater connection to the writer, and it's not hard at

all to see little pieces of your personal story throughout the pages. I believe these once unspoken

feelings will open the door to help others grow in many different facets. It is not everyday that a man

will open up in such a vivid way exposing his flaws, his past hurts, and the desires that have kept

him up late at night. There were several times throughout the pages that my eyes welled up. Yes, it

is just that deep. Feelings are real. Feelings literally make and break people daily, and the exposure

of these feelings help you feel a little more human. A little more understood. There is nothing like

being able to relate to things that have torn at you. Somehow, after reading this book, you are

reminded that it is okay to speak. It is okay to hurt. It is okay to be human. It is pertinent to grow

from your experiences. I can't say enough that this is a must read! Congratulations on freeing

yourself through the art of your words Pierre! --Curtrice WilliamsUnspoken Feelings of a Gentleman



does something that a lot of books within it s niche have often fail to do, which is pull the reader in

by offering something in which the reader can relate to but at the same time learn from. There s a

solution within every passage and with every flip of the page, your emotional and mental strength is

enhanced as you continue to read. I myself found many solutions to many of things I ve been

dealing with personally and as I read on, I could relate but what I found was answers to many of my

own questions. The Author has a way of expressing his own emotional truth consistently through

out the entire book. From start to finish, you r taken on a ride that symbolizes the growth of an

individual and most importantly, the evolution of a man. A man who has made his mistakes but

realize those mistakes were just lessons, blessings, events that took place in order to promote

growth and self discovery. It becomes obvious that the author has seen his fair share of both pain

and happiness as the book follows somewhat in that order as you ride on pass the past into a

present that appears to be more promising, leaving you with high hopes for the future. The content

is easy to follow with little room for misunderstanding and I think that s what I love most about this

book, it s written in a way that anyone can understand, straight to the point. I found myself intrigued

by the events taken place in the writers life as I could literally visual each and every moment

mentioned. Like every good book, there s a resolution but even with an end, you get the feeling that

there s more and if so, I anticipate it as I d like to observe the continued evolution of the author.

--Reuben Holmes

Pierre Alex Jeanty, founder of Gentlemenhood, is a certified life coach, blogger, social media

influencer and online branding specialist who is devoted to making an impact on this generation. We

can t expect to live life continuously making the same bad choices. At some point we all must grow

and understand that in order to get different results, we must make changes. After suffering from

countless failed relationships due to his boyish ways, Pierre vows to share his experiences and

testimony to all in hopes that he will inspire men to learn from his ways, and be a voice of hope for

women who lost faith in good men.

I truly am thankful to the Pierre Jeanty for this book through IG. I purchased three. For my husband,

myself and a friend. This book I do believe saved my marriage. My husband is what Pierre was

EVERYWORD. I have battled so hard to try and make him see and understand so many things from

the way he was treating me, himself and his children. The way he was raised with parents who were

addicted to drugs and his mother later died from breast cancer so the streets took him. My husband

is a broken man. I would even blame myself for his treatment towards me I thought if I just hold on



show him a good women for once, show him true unconditional love that I would stick by him help

him change. Nothing worked and I was truly ready to walk away until I found this book. The words in

this book spoke to my soul it was everything I had felt about my husband and his life chapter after

chapter. I knew I had to get one for him. It brought me peace knowing that it wasnt he fault and it

explained so much that I could never understand before. My husband didnt know how to express to

me or anyone for the fear of looking or being weak just like Pierre said. I cannot wait until the next

part and the female version. I am a forever fan Mr.Jeanty. Thank you

I liked the book because it kinda gave u n inside scope of the average man. I didn't realized the

reasons some men could b so emotionally disconnected..n tht some men want to do the right thing

but for plenty of reasons the don't.I would recommend it to anyone who wants to know y some men

r the way they r ..are do the things they do

I love this book so far. Pierre, stop ruining it for everyone by posting excerpts from the book on

Instagram. I have read about half of the book by reading them. I had to start scrolling past them so I

could thoroughly enjoy the book. Lol. I feel everything you are speaking and it is nothing, but truth.

Thank you for sharing your thoughts with me, as I am able to start expressing how I feel and that

they are real feelings.

Pierre Alex Jeanty does it once again. Through his no nosense, concise direct language, the author

jars brings my once emotionless hardened heart to life. Each word masterly crafted to bleed with

personal experiences, words of wisdom, and life lessons. A definite must read!

Like magic this book came upon my sight...i couldn't stop reading it, I cried on many parts of it but in

particular on "I am human"...A most comprehensive, raw, honest and amazing insight the life of a

tortured mind and heart. Bittersweet. Gentle. Painful. A beautiful testimony.I am proud such a man

exist.I love you too, man in the mirror!

Everyone needs to read this book. Its raw emotions and the flow touch the heart. Girls get a real

perspective on what men go thru and boys learn from the experiences on how to become real

gentlemen. Fantastic read.

Brutally honest, challenging, and uplifting. The author is a Christian and makes frequent mention of



his faith, and even though I'm not religious, there is enough truth in this book to make it more than

worthwhile to read. This book, along with its predecessor, was a slap in the face to my ego and all

the wrong ideas I had about women. I can't wait for Unspoken Feelings of a Gentleman 3!

This book was absolutely amazing. It brought so much clarity and understanding, for I just had a

child with a person similiar to the person in this book. Not only did I realize that he's not yet ready,

but I realized that I'm not obligated to wait. If it God's will for us to be restored to one another then

AMEN! Thank you, thank you, thank you for sharing your story in an effort to educate and save our

men. And to let them know that they aren't fighting this battle alone
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